CORE COMPETENCIES

- Supplier of Fabrication Machinery
- Angle Rolls - Ring Rolls
- Tube & Pipe Notchers
- Tube & Pipe Swaging
- Rotary Draw Tube & Pipe Benders
- NC & CNC Mandrel Benders
- Ornamental Machinery
- End Forming

PAST PERFORMANCE

- Over 40 years experience in tube, pipe and profile bending applications
- CML provides cost effective solutions for a wide variety of bending and metalworking applications

CORPORATE DATA

Located in Davenport, Iowa, CML USA, Inc. is the North American supplier of Ercolina tube, pipe and profile bending and metalworking machinery offering the highest quality tube bending machines. CML USA, Inc. inventories a wide variety of tube and pipe benders and tooling for round or square tube.

CML USA also provides technical support and service parts for all Ercolina machine equipment - rotary draw benders, angle rolls/ring rolls (pyramid roller), mandrel bending machines and metalworking machinery.

CERTIFICATIONS

- NAICS Codes:
  333517 (Machine Tool Manufacturing)
  423830 (Industrial Machinery and Equipment Merchant Wholesalers)
  423840 (Industrial Supplies Merchant Wholesalers)
- PSC Codes:
  3441 (Bending and Forming Machines)
  3461 (Accessories for Secondary Metalworking Machinery)
- CAGE Code: 46WZ9
- DUNS: 004976713